
Caring for commercial carpet just got easier.
Carpet Manufacturer Recommended Floor Care.

sebo.com.auPh: 1300 MY SEBO

https://sebo.com.au/
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SEBO COMMERCIAL FLOORCARE RANGE

BS SeriesAutomatic XP SeriesProfessional G5 Upright

Duo Dry Carpet Applicator

9434AU 9402AU

Floor Maintenance

UHS Floor Polisher Head

Professional D8 Barrel

PROFESSIONAL ADVICE ON CORRECT COMMERCIAL VACUUM SELECTION

The single most important step in commercial carpet care is proper regular vacuuming with the 
correct vacuum cleaner in accordance with the Flooring Manufacturer care guides and AS/NZ 
Textile Floor Coverings Cleaning Standard. 

Max imise your flooring investment by using the correct vacuum recommended for the carpet 
style and fibre type.  SEBO is Flooring Manufacturer recommended and provides specialist advice.  

ET Series Powerheads SEBO - CREATING 
A HEALTHY SPACE 
WITH CLEAN 
FLOORS AND 
IMPROVED INDOOR 
AIR QUALITY (IAQ).

The air is clean. SEBO filtration 
system removes a minimum of 
99.97% of particles of 0.3 microns 
and removes 100% of particles of 
1 micron and above including 
dust mite faeces. 

sebo.com.auPh: 1300 MY SEBO

Dart 2

https://sebo.com.au/vacuum-cleaners/sebo-et-powerheads-powerbrushes
https://sebo.com.au/vacuum-cleaners/sebo-d8-professional-commercial-barrel-vacuum-cleaner
https://sebo.com.au/vacuum-cleaners/sebo-dart1-dart2-commercial-upright-vacuum-cleaner
https://sebo.com.au/vacuum-cleaners/sebo-g5-professional-commercial-upright-vacuum-cleaner
https://sebo.com.au/vacuum-cleaners/sebo-xp10-xp20-xp30-commercial-upright-vacuum-cleaner
https://sebo.com.au/vacuum-cleaners/sebo-bs360-bs460-commercial-upright-vacuum-cleaner
https://sebo.com.au/vacuum-cleaners/sebo-uhs-suction-floor-polisher
https://sebo.com.au/vacuum-cleaners/sebo-duo-dry-carpet-cleaner
https://sebo.com.au/


CARPET TILE AND PLANK SPECIALISTS

SEBO Vacuum Cleaners fulfill Australian standard AS/NZS 3733 – 
Textile floor coverings – Cleaning maintenance of residential and 
commercial carpeting.

An effective vacuum cleaner is essential to 
the success of any maintenance plan.

SEBO is re-known for creating high 
performance vacuum cleaners and 
powerbrushes that are both deep cleaning 
and user friendly with low service costs.

Vacuuming with a SEBO removes abrasive 
dirt particles preventing them from causing 
permanent damage to your flooring 
investment.

 Clean floors  =  Cleanier air!

Quality, performance and reliability are a few 
reasons why customers choose a SEBO 
vacuum cleaner - Recommended by Carpet 
Manufacturers for the correct care and 
maintenance of their soft floor textiles. SEBO 
commercial range will help you exceed 
cleaning standards.

www.sebo.com.au     |     1300 697 326

Available through Floorworld. 
Speak with your local store today! 

https://sebo.com.au/
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